
 
 

 

 
 

 

Allyson N. Ho 
Direct: +1 214.698.3233 
Fax: +1 214.571.2971 
AHo@gibsondunn.com 

  

August 16, 2021 

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING 

Lyle W. Cayce 

Clerk of Court 

U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit 

600 South Maestri Place 

New Orleans, Louisiana  70130 

Re: Pulse Network, L.L.C. v. Visa Inc., No. 18-20669 

Dear Mr. Cayce: 

Pulse’s supplemental letter brief only confirms that nothing new 

salvages its case.  Pulse continues to seek through litigation what it 

hasn’t achieved through competition.  It doesn’t want PAVD to provide 

an alternative choice for routing PIN-authenticated transactions—

because that competition causes Pulse to reduce its merchant-side 

fees.  It doesn’t want to lower its per-transaction fees to compete with 

the FANF fee structure.  And it doesn’t want to compete with Visa’s 

volume discounts.  But “antitrust laws do not require the courts to 

protect small businesses from the loss of profits due to continued 

competition, but only against the loss of profits from practices 

forbidden by the antitrust laws.”  Cargill, Inc. v. Monfort of Colo., Inc., 

479 U.S. 104, 116 (1986).  This Court should affirm. 

ARGUMENT 

I. Pulse continues to ignore basic principles of antitrust 

standing. 

Even when competition-increasing and competition-reducing 

effects of an alleged violation are “interwoven,” an antitrust “plaintiff 

can recover only if [its] loss stems from a competition-reducing aspect 

or effect of the defendant’s behavior.”  Atl. Richfield Co. v. USA Petrol. 

Co., 495 U.S. 328, 344 (1990).   
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Aside from a stray mention describing Visa’s argument, Pulse 

does not cite—let alone grapple with—Atlantic Richfield in its 

supplemental letter brief.  See Pulse Ltr. 2.  And understandably so.  

All of Pulse’s asserted injuries flow from competition-increasing 

aspects of Visa’s challenged conduct. 

Apple Inc. v. Pepper, 139 S. Ct. 1514 (2019), didn’t change the 

standard for analyzing antitrust injury one bit.  Contra Pulse Ltr. 2.  

That case addressed proper-plaintiff status (not antitrust injury) and 

reaffirmed Illinois Brick’s longstanding direct-purchaser rule.  See 

Apple, 139 S. Ct. at 1520.  Atlantic Richfield remains the binding test 

that Pulse cannot pass. 

II. Pulse’s supplemental letter brief confirms that any injury 

stems from competition-increasing aspects of the 

challenged conduct. 

A. PAVD allegedly injures Pulse only because, in its own 

words, “  

 

”  ROA.3554.  But injury 

from competition is the opposite of antitrust injury.   

Pulse’s attempts to evade that fatal flaw in its PAVD-related 

claims distort both the law and the facts.  Pulse complains that PAVD 

is “a classic tying arrangement.”  Pulse Ltr. 3.  But it fails to account 

for the Durbin Amendment, which guarantees a spot for a non-Visa-

affiliated network on every Visa-branded debit card and thus precludes 

Visa from foreclosing any “portion of the [issuer] market.”  Jefferson 

Par. Hosp. Dist. No. 2 v. Hyde, 466 U.S. 2, 16 (1984).1  Pulse offers no 

                                            

 
1
 In any event, PAVD is no tie.  It is “clear that a tying arrangement cannot exist 

unless two separate product markets have been linked.”  Jefferson Par., 466 U.S. 

at 21 (emphasis added).  But Pulse doesn’t assert that signature-authenticated 

debit services and PIN-authenticated debit services are different markets.  Pulse 
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citation in support of its novel assertion that PAVD somehow 

“preclud[es] issuers from entering arrangements with multiple non-

Visa PIN-debit networks.”  Pulse Ltr. 4.  PAVD only prevents Pulse 

from obtaining exclusivity for PIN-authenticated transactions, causing 

it to compete for routing, nothing more. 

B. Pulse’s own words confirm that its doesn’t suffer antitrust 

injury from FANF.  “Both Pulse and merchants,” it says, “suffer distinct 

injuries—Pulse loses market share, while merchants pay higher 

prices.”  Pulse Ltr. 3 (emphasis added).  But Pulse doesn’t pay 

merchant-side fees and can’t sue based on that “distinct” injury.  And 

Pulse can’t sue based on market share lost to increasing competition, 

because Visa’s lower per-transaction fees are not “a predatory pricing 

scheme.”  Id.; see Visa Br. 39–41. 

Even if the FANF fee structure is properly viewed as 

“integrat[ing]” a fixed, per-merchant-location fee with lower per-

transaction fees, Pulse Ltr. 3, the only aspect of that “interwoven” 

structure that allegedly injures Pulse is the competition-increasing 

lower per-transaction fees, which cannot support antitrust standing.  

Atl. Richfield, 495 U.S. at 344. 

C. The only theory Pulse previously offered this Court for how 

Visa’s discount agreements violate the antitrust laws is that they are 

“exclusive-dealing or quasi-exclusive dealing agreements.”  Pulse Br. 

46 n.6.  But Pulse now concedes that they are not “exclusive-dealing 

                                            

affirmatively proclaims that “Pulse and Visa compete in the market for debit 

network services.”  Pulse Ltr. 1 (emphasis added).  There aren’t even two products:  

PAVD simply adds PIN as an authentication method to an existing product (Visa 

Debit).   

  This Court must assume that PAVD violates the antitrust laws, see Pulse Ltr. 

2; but that doesn’t relieve Pulse of its burden to show that its alleged injury 

occurred “ ‘by reason of ’ that which made [PAVD] unlawful.”  Brunswick Corp. v. 

Pueblo Bowl-O-Mat, Inc., 429 U.S. 477, 488 (1977). 
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agreements,” Pulse Ltr. 4, confirming that it hasn’t carried its burden 

of showing that its difficulties launching Pulse Pay Express were 

caused “by reason of ” any antitrust violation.  Brunswick, 429 U.S. at 

488. 

Those difficulties were not proximately caused by anything Visa 

did, as the declarations of Pulse’s own executives make clear.  See Visa 

Br. 50–53.  Pulse’s difficulties may have “coincided” with Visa’s 

conduct, but Pulse’s words confirm that they were caused by  

’s choice to replace Pulse with .  That precipitated the 

“ ” of volume that made it “ ” for Pulse Pay 

Express to succeed because Pulse lacked the ” “  

” and the “ ” industry perception of “ ”  

ROA.4705, 4716–17, 4785–86; see also ROA.4941–42, 4966–68. 

* * * 

Pulse’s attacks on the district court’s supposed “extraordinary 

on-the-record hostility” and “stunningly abusive approach to case 

management”—as well as its focus on Visa’s abandoned acquisition of 

a financial technology firm—are telling attempts to distract from the 

weakness of its appeal.  Pulse Ltr. 2, 5; see Visa Resp. to Pulse 28(j) 

Ltr. (Feb. 12, 2021).  Despite the district court’s denial of Visa’s motion 

to dismiss, Pulse lacked antitrust standing when it filed this case 

“seven years” ago, Pulse Ltr. 5 (emphasis omitted), and it lacks 

antitrust standing now. 

The judgment below should be affirmed. 

Respectfully submitted, 

 
Allyson N. Ho 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that, on August 16, 2021, a true and correct copy 

of the foregoing letter brief was served via the Court’s CM/ECF system 

on all counsel of record. 

 /s/ Allyson N. Ho  

Allyson N. Ho 

 

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE 

The undersigned counsel certifies that this letter brief complies 

with the typeface requirements of Fed. R. App. P. 32(a)(5) and the 

typestyle requirements of Fed. R. App. P. 32(a)(6) because it was 

prepared in Microsoft Word 2019 using 14-point New Century 

Schoolbook, a proportionally spaced typeface.  This brief complies with 

the type-volume limitation of the Court’s July 22, 2021 letter because 

it contains 1,000 words, excluding the parts exempted under Fed. R. 

App. P. 32(f) and Fifth Cir. R. 32.2. 

 /s/ Allyson N. Ho  

Allyson N. Ho 
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